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SUMMARY

This report discusses the problems involved in the modelling for

the purpose of optimal energy control in a presently developed

gyro bus system.

A gyro bus is a corporation bus powered by a flywheel instead of

a diesel engine. The gyro bus system consists of a flywheel

driven synchronous machine in cascade with a power electronics

stage and a dc-machine, that drives the vehicle. The energy

conversion proces can be controlled by means of the two switch

controlled converters in the power electronics stage and a

third switch controlled converter in the field circuit of the dc

machine. The requirements with regard to the control concern the

response of the vehicle to the operation of the accelerator and

brake pedal as well as the energy-efficiency of the system.

There are some options in the mathematical formulation of the

control problem. still, in essence, it is a problem of optimal

control of the average power flow in the system.

It is assumed that under certain conditions the gyro bus system

may be considered as a linear system with ideal switches. It is

shown that all powers and energies in autonomous linear systems

can be described by means of linear homogeneous "energy state

equations".

Energy state equations are applied in the modelling of a simple

version of the gyro bus system. The resulting model is used in an

algorithm for the speed control of the (simple) gyro bus in addi

tion to which maximal energy-efficiency is persued.

The method proposed in this report offers a possibility for the

systematic description of extremely complicated switch controlled

energy conversion systems. The applicability of the method mainly

depends on the validity of the assumption that the system may be

considered as a linear system with ideal switches.
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SAKENVATTING

In dit rapport wordt ingegaan op de problematiek betreffende de

modelvorming voor de optimale regeling van energieen en vermogens

in een momenteel in ontwikkeling zijnd gyrobussysteem.

Een gyrobus is een stadsbus aangedreven door een vliegwiel i.p.v.

een dieselmotor. Het gyrobussysteem omvat een door een vliegwiel

aangedreven synchrone machine, welke via een vermogenselectro

nische tussentrap elektrisch vermogen uitwisselt met een

gelijkstroommachine, die vervolgens het voertuig aandrijft. Het

energieconversieproces kan worden geregeld door besturing van de

twee schakelende vermogensomzetters in de tussentrap en een derde

schakelende omzetter in de veldketen van de gelijkstroommachine.

De eisen ten aanzien van de regeling betreffen de reactie van het

voertuig op de bediening van "gas-" en rempedaal, en het energe

tisch rendement van het systeem.

Er blijken een aantal opties te Z1]n in de wiskundige formulering

van het regelprobleem. Toch, in essentie, betreft het de optimale

regeling van de gemiddelde vermogensstroom in het systeem.

Aangenomen wordt dat het gyrobussysteem onder zekere voorwaarden

beschouwd mag worden als een lineair systeem met ideale schake

laars. Getoond wordt dat aIle vermogens en energieen in autonome

lineaire systemen kunnen worden beschreven d.m.v. lineaire, homo

gene "energietoestandsvergelijkingen-.

Deze beschrijvingswijze wordt gehanteerd in de modelvorming van

een eenvoudige variant van het gyrobussyteem. Op basis van het

verkregen model wordt een algorithme bepaald voor de snelheidsre

geling van de (eenvoudige) gyrobus, waarbij maximaal energetisch

rendement wordt nagestreefd.

Met de in dit rapport aangegeven methode kan het energetisch ge

drag van zeer gecompliceerde schakelende energieconversiesystemen

op systematische wijze worden beschreven. De algemene toepasbaar

heid van de methode wordt voornamelijk beperkt door de aanname

dat het systeem beschouwd kan worden als een lineair systeem met

ideale schakelaars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The "centrum voor Constructie en Mechanisatie" (CCM) in Nuenen is

at present developing an energy storage device, consisting of a

flywheel and a switched electromechanical power converter. This

energy accumulator can be applied in various ways, for instance

as a mobile propulsion system in a so called gyro bus, in hois

ting and lifting devices and as a power backup device for peak

shaving purposes. A prototype, being developed at the moment, is

dimensioned for application in a gyro bus.

The gyro bus is a type of "cummulo bus". The feature that all

cummulo buses have in common, is their ability to slow down by

restoring the kinetic energy of the bus in an energy accumulating

device (regenerative braking instead of dissipative braking). The

special feature of the gyro bus is that it is powered exclusively

by a flywheel. As a consequence, the flywheel needs to be rechar

ged from the local electric mains at the bus stops along the

route. The CCM gyro bus will have a range of about 1800 m.

The gyro bus system, as developed by CCM, is rendered schemati

cally in fig.1.1. The system basically consists of a flywheel

driven synchronous machine, a power electronic converter stage

(containing three switch controlled converters, by means of which

the magnitude and direction of the converted power can be con

trolled) and a dc-machine that drives the vehicle. In fig.1.1 the

vehicle is represented by an equivalent rotating load.

fly
wheel

synchr.
machine
~

power electronic
converter stage dc-machine load

_______L-I__

Fig.1.1 The CCM gyro bus system
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The history of the gyro bus goes back to the early fifties, when

the Swiss "Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon" built the first flywheel

driven buses. The Oerlikon gyros were put into service in
Yverdon, Switzerland, in Gent, Belgium and even in Leopoldville,

the capital of Belgian Kongo at the time. Although the Oerlikon
gyros did quite well, they fell into disuse in the sixties when

cheap diesel oil became available.

Recent studies have pointed out that under the present and expec

ted future circumstances (fuel prices, modern technology, envi
ronmental pollution) the gyro bus can again be an attractive

alternative for the conventional diesel bus under the condition,

however, that the modern gyro bus performs much better than the

Oerlikon gyros did. The performance requirements mainly concern

the controlability of the bus and the energy-efficiency of the
system.

In order to meet these requirements, it was necessary for CCM to

develop an entirely new system, in which most advanced technology

is applied. For instance, the relatively light weight flywheel is
made of fibre and is accurately balanced, for it has to rotate at
the extreme speed of 300 rps maximum. In the switched power con

verters, lately developed GTOs (Gate Turn Off thyristors) are
applied that can switch high powers at high frequency.

Besides the application of highly advanced components, the per

formance of the system may be optimized by optimal control of the
three power electronic converters in the system. The objective of
gyro bus control is to realize a desired behaviour of the system,

which is th~ following:

A. The gyro bus should react like a conventional diesel bus on the

operation of the accelerator and brake pedals by the driver.

B. The system should operate with optimal energy-efficiency.

In the begining of 1987 the professional groups "Measurement and

Control" and "Electromechanics and Power Electronics" agreed with

CCM to contribute to the developement of a controller for the

gyro bus system. This report contains the results of a first

study on the sUbject.

In the development of a controller we can recognize several
stages, as indicated in fig.1.2:
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Fig.1.2 Controller design

In this scheme we distinguish four basic problems, denoted "1"

through "4". Each individual problem (how to get from one stage

into the other?) can be solved in various ways. The difficulty,

however, is that the complexity of problem n+1 (n=1,2,3) largely

depends on the solution of problem n. Especially the solutions of

problem 1 and 2 have to match in order to make the algorithmic

solution of the control problem feasible. Also, the technical

difficulties that will occur in the solution of problem 4, the

implementation of the control algorithm, depends on the complexi

ty of the algorithm.

The aim of this study is to find a convenient mathematical frame

work, by means of which the problems 1, 2 and 3 can be approached

in a elegant and systematical way. The implementation problem is

not considered.

In chap.2, the CCM gyro bus system will be presented and the con

trol problem discussed. It will be established that the control

of the gyro bus is essentially a problem of controlling the ave

rage power flow in the system.

Switched control is one of the main issues in power electronics

literature. The discussion about how to deal with switches as

control devices is in progress. Still, a generally applicable

method is not available yet. Literature only provides us with

particular solutions for specific systems and specific control

problems. The existing methods for the modelling and control of

switched systems do not fit really to the problem of energy

control, mainly because the applied mathematical modelling
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techniques are inconvenient to describe the energy behaviour of

systems. For the control of energies, we need a simple, but

sUfficiently accurate model of the relation between the control

variables and the energies we intend to control.

In chap.3 some theory is developed in order to obtain a conve

nient mathematical basis for the description of energies in

dynamical linear systems. Following the highly flexible state

space approach it is possible to derive linear state equations

("energy state equations") that describe the energy behaviour of

the system. In addition, any power in the system can be written

as a linear combination of the state variables from the energy

state equations.

In chap.4 a method is proposed by means of which we can obtain a

simple model for the control of energies in a gyro bus system

that may be considered as a simple version of the CCM gyro bus

system. The method concerns the simplification of a discrete-time

energy state equation and results in an approximate expression for

the relation between the control variables and the energies we

wish to control. In the example the kinetic energy of the gyro

bus mass and the total energy contents of the system are selected

as the energies to be controlled.

The model for the simple gyro bus system is used in chapter 5 to

obtain an algorithm for the control of the kinetic energy of the

gyro bus mass (i.e. a speed control) while maximizing the total

energy contents of the system (i.e. maximizing the energy effi

ciency).

The software package PC-MATLAB was used to perform the simulation

and control of the simple gyro bus system.
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2. MODELLING IN CONNECTION WITH CONTROL OF THE GYRO BUS SYSTEM

Before modelling a system, it has to be considered in what sense

and at what level the system should be described by the model. In

answering these questions we have to be guided by the intended

use of the model since modelling is not an end in itself. The

model is only a help in the solution of some problem, in our case

the optimal control of the gyro bus system. Therefore it seems to

be advisable to set up the modelling from the context that is

formed by the system and the control problem.
In this chapter we will consider how far the modelling can be

directed by this context. To this purpose, in §2.1 the gyro bus
system is looked at as a system of input, output and state varia

bles. Next, in §2.2 the control problem is considered. Not only

it is of importance what we wish to control, but also what we

actually can control. Based on these considerations it will be

established in §2.3 which information, to be delivered by the

model, is truly relevant for the control of the gyro bus system.

§2.1 The CCM gyro bus system

The CCM gyro bus system has several modes of operation: The char

ging mode is to (re-)charge the flywheel up to the maximum speed

of ca. 300 rps. On the road, the system is either in traction

mode (to propel the bus) or in regenerative braking mode (to slow

down the bus). Dissipative braking is only applied in exceptional

cases, for instance when it is necessary to perform an emergency

stop. In this report we restrict our scope to the traction mode

and the regenerative braking mode. In these modes the gyro bus

system is outlined according to fig.2.1.
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chopper 2

loaddc-machine
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current
inverter dc-link chopper 1

fly
wheel

Fig.2.1 The CCM gyro bus system

In traction mode, mechanical power is withdrawn from the kinetic

energy in the flywheel and is converted to electrical power in a

three phase synchronous machine. Subsequently this ac-power is

converted to dc-power in a power electronic converter stage, con

sisting of a phase (a) controlled current inverter, a dc-link and

a duty-ratio (01) controlled chopper (chopper 1). Finally the

electrical power is converted back to mechanical power in a dc

machine, separately excited by a duty-ratio (02) controlled chop

per (chopper 2), which is supplied by a constant voltage source.

The mechanical power produced by the dc-machine (the traction

power) is transferred by the driving shaft to the wheels and so

causes the propulsion of the vehicle. In fig.2.1 the vehicle is

represented by an equivalent rotating load.

To slow down the bus, the system is switched over to the regene

rative braking mode. This is performed by reversing the polarity

of the dc-machine. As a result, the power conversion process is

in the opposite direction. So, in the regenerative mode, the

kinetic energy in the gyro bus mass is delivered back to the

flywheel and, consequentely, the bus slows down.

In general, the relation between the control variables (input

variables) and the variables to be controlled (output variables)

is evidently of prime interest for the control of a system. The

mathematical description of this relation can take different

forms. The input/output differential (or difference) equation and

transfer function are classical. For deterministic systems the
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choice of the state variable approach is quite natural, since the

origin of the state variables can be easily recognized in such
systems. Especially for linear systems the state space formula

tion is highly systematic and links up nicely to linear algebra.

This makes the state variable approach particularly suited to
solve control problems.

Now, the gyro bus system is looked at as a system of input, state

and output variables. The assignment of these variables to physi

cal variables in the system is non-unique, so we should try to

select them in the most convenient way.

Input variables

The system can be controlled exclusively by means of the switches
(GTOs). Therefore we could select the states of all switches as

(binary) input variables. Although straightforward, this choice

is inconvenient from the control point of view. Our objective is

not to determine an optimum switch state but to determine an op

timum sequence of switch states. The sequences for the three con

verters in the gyro bus system are predetermined by switching
mechanisms to be cyclical. In fact the control of each switched

converter is reduced to one degree of freedom:

a the firing angle of the current inverter,

01 the duty-ratio of chopper 1,

02 the duty-ratio of chopper 2.

These variables are joined in the control vector:

The admissible values of U c are bounded by the domain Uc ' defined
as:

Uc = ([0°,360°),[0,1],[0,1])

A point of consideration is the special character of the varia

bles a, 01 and 02. These variables belong to a period of time

(the cycle period) rather than to an instant of time. Therefore

they are essentially time-discrete variables over a continuous

interval, although they may be represented by time-continuous

variables (for instance treshold voltages) .
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Remark:

Besides the control u c ' the system will be affected by "distur

bances" , such as the variable number of passengers, wind-force

and slope of the road. Although these disturbances will affect

the response of the system to the control Uc it is questionable

whether they should be involved in the modelling and control of

the system. For the sake of road security the gyro bus is sup

posed to behave just like a conventional diesel bus. The reaction

to disturbances is therefore primarily a task of the bus driver,

though this does not necessarily mean that the automatic control

should be completely insensitive to these disturbances.

For simplicity, however, this influence is left out of further

consideration.

state variables

It is usual to choose variables such as inductor currents, capa

citor voltages (electrical system) or mass velocities and spring

forces (mechanical systems) as state variables. Accordingly we

can select as state variables e.g. the angular velocity of the

flywheel, the current through the inductor in the dc-link and the

angular velocity of the equivalent rotating load. Defined in this

way the state variables have a clear physical meaning, which sim

plifies the determination of the state equations. Inspecting the

gyro bus system we can find a complete set of independent state

variables and collect them in the state vector x=(x1""xn ) '.

One of the main features of the state variable approach is the

non-uniqueness of the state variables. By transformations we can

obtain alternative sets of state variables that are possibly more

suited to our purpose. Such transformations will be applied in

the chapters to follow.

output variables

The variables we actually control are the output variables of the

model. So these variables should represent the physical variables

we want to control. Since all physical variables in the system

are more or less related, there are some options in the selection

of the output variables. This matter is discussed in the next

section.
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§2.2 The control problem

In general there is a certain degree of freedom in the mathemati

cal formulation of a control problem. Here this freedom is inves

tigated as far as it is related to the modelling problem.
Irrespective of the way in which the mathematical control problem

is formulated, it should always correspond with the desired beha

viour of the gyro bUs, which is expressed as follows:

A. The gyro bus should react like a conventional diesel bus on

the operation of accelerator and brake pedals by the driver.

B. The system should operate with optimal energy-efficiency.

The function of the automatic controller is to convert a signal

(P) from the pedals to a control signal (uc ) for the gyro bus

system, so that the objectives A and B are realised. The variable

P may be a scalar, for instance when we put: P>O in case the
accelerator pedal is pressed and P<O when the brake pedal is
pressed. The situation is rendered schematically in fig.2.2.

tr
o

sit

effl.cl.e

affic BUS P AUTOMATIC
Uc GYRO BUS

uation DRIVER CONTROLER SYSTEM moti
f-- of b

t
optical, acoustical & motional feedback

Fig.2.2 I/O-scheme of controlled gyro bus system.

In the following, the two objectives are discussed.

ncy

on
us

Objective A.

The expression "accelerator pedal" already indicates that the

acceleration of a diesel bus is somehow related to the position

of the pedal, although this relation will certainly not be linear

and will depend on the state of the system (e.g. bus speed and

engine temperature). Likewise the traction torque and traction
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power (i.e. the torque and power produced by the diesel engine)

will be somehow proportional to the position of the accelerator

pedal. A similar reasoning holds for the response to the brake

pedal operation.

As a matter of fact, it is rather vague what is actually control

led by the bus driver. The vagueness of this forward control is

sufficiently compensated because of the fast feedback of vehicle

motion via the bus driver (human interface). From this we con

clude that there are several options for automatic control. For

instance, we may control the traction torque or traction power

instead of the acceleration. The control of these variables is

not critical. Their response to pedal operation should just be

more or less proportional.

The precise relationship is mainly an ergonomic problem that

forms part of the controller implementation problem.

with respect to modelling, the significance of this is that all

the variables: acceleration, traction torque and traction power

can be chosen as output variable of the model. A second conclu

sion is that the control of the chosen output variable is not

critical. Consequently the accuracy of the model with respect to

this output variable is not critical either.

Objective B.

The importance of energy-efficiency is obvious. Its mathematical

definition however is less obvious. To get an appropriate defini

tion the following situation is considered:

The gyro bus travels from stop A at the time t A to stop B at the

time t B. This is realized by a specific course of traction power

Ptr*(t) (the sYmbol * is used to indicate a particular profile of

Ptr(t) on the interval tA~t~tB) . The traction power can be posi

tive (when the accelerator pedal is pressed) or negative (brake

pedal) but is always useful power, since this power is necessary

to travel as decided by the bus driver. The production of the

traction power implies mechanical and electrical losses at diffe

rent points in the system. In order to get a good picture of

efficiency, the system is divided into two parts: the mechanical

14



load and the remaining part of the system, referred to as the

aggregate (fig.2.3).

These parts are connected only by the driving shaft that trans

mits traction power Ptr from the dc-motor to the load.

ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL
&

MECHANICAL RESISTANCES

RESISTANCES (incl.air)

Pd I 1Pf
FLYWHEEL

Pac AGGREGATE P :r LOAD Pm GYRO BUS
CAPACITORS

CONVERTER CONVERTER MASS
INDUCTORS Tuc

- AGGREGATE LOAD-

Fig.2.3 Power flow in the gyro bus system.

The two converters in fig.2.3 are fictive devices between the

physical components of the system. They do not store any

energy, so they satisfy the power balances:

aggregate converter:

load converter

where:

(2.1)

(2.2)

Ptr is the traction power from aggregate to load,

Pd is the power dissipated in the electrical and

mechanical resistances of the aggregate,

Pac is the power accumulated in the flywheel mass,

and the inductors and capacitors in the aggregate,

Pf is the power dissipated in the mechanical resistances

of the load (mainly air resistance),

Pm is the power accumulated in the total mass of

the gyro bus.
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since the traction power is bounded by the relation Ptr(t)=Ptr*(t),

the dissipated power Pf in the load can not be controlled inde

pendently. Therefore the dissipation in the load is of no inte

rest in the optimal control of the energy-efficiency, regardless

of its definition. From this it follows that we can restrict our

scope to the aggregate:

In the definition of the energy-efficiency ry we distinguish

between the two modes of operation:

Traction mode

(energy flow from flywheel to load; Ptr~O,Pac~O)

Ptr
rytr = (2.3)

-Pac

By substitution of the power balance (2.1) in (2.3) we get:

Ptr
(2.4)

Regenerative mode

(energy flow from load to flywheel: Ptr~O,Pac~O)

Pac
(2.5)

Now substitution of (2.1) yields:

(2.6)

From (2.3), •. ,(2.6) we conclude that optimization of efficiency

in both modes coincides with maximization of the accumulated

power Pac or, alternatively, with mimimization of the dissipated

power Pd in the aggregate. It will be easier to model and control

the powers Pac or Pd instead of the efficiencies rytr and ryre'

Remark:

In fact, the momentary value of Pac and Pd is irrelevant. The

intention of objective B is rather to maximize the accumulated

16



energy Eac ' defined as:

t B
Eac = I Pac(t) dt (2.7)

tA

or to minimize the dissipated energy Ed' defined as

= (2.8)

However, the problem is that the optimization of these integrals

is subject to the constraint Ptr(t)=Ptr*(t) of which the course is

unknown a priori. Compare this with the control problem in elec
trical power plants, where the control is based on the expected

demand for energy. Automatic anticipation on the traffic situa

tion however is quite impossible. Without anticipation, the opti

mization of the momentary values Pac or Pd seems to be the best
possible strategy to arrive at values Eac and Ed as close as

possible to the theoretical optimum.

§2.3 Kodellinq in connection with control

The goal of modelling as a part of controller design is not just

to obtain equations that describe accurately enough the relation

between the selected input and output variables. These model

equations should have a suitable mathematical form in order to

make the solution of the control problem feasible.

The input/output relation of the gyro bus system is time-variant

due to the switches which operate at high-frequency. A natural

description of this relation will result in a set of equations

with time-varying parameters. Such a model may be sUfficiently

accurate; nevertheless its variable structure is highly inconve

nient for the solution of the control problem since the mathema

tical theory of variable structure systems is extremely complex [4].

Although the problem of sufficient accuracy is not to be underes

timated, the variable structure is really the principal problem

in the modelling and control of switched power conversion systems.
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The issue of accuracy is discussed briefly. Next, the variable

structure problem is considered.

The initial mathematical description of the gyro bus system

An essential problem in the modelling of a system is the transi
tion from the physical reality of the system to the domain of

mathematics. The usual difficulty is to find a proper balance

between simplicity and accuracy of the mathematical representa

tion. Assumptions are unavoidable and mostly they can be justi

fied only by heuristics or experience.

The gyro bus system is a deterministic system with discrete com

ponents. It is common practice to represent the individual compo
nents of such systems by linear circuits which together form a

linear equivalent circuit of the system.

Electric machines may be represented by simple linear circuits

which are often used in the solution of control problems. Most

often thyristors and GTOs are substituted by ideal switches. In

the gyro bus system GTOs are applied. A GTO differs from an ideal

switch mainly because it can conduct in one direction only. It is
reasonable to suppose that in a well designed converter under

normal operating conditions (including optimal operation) the

GTOs need to conduct only in the direction in which they actually

can conduct. On this ground it is assumed that the substitution

by ideal switches is valid. Besides, it is a common assumption in

the literature on the subject.

We will not elaborate on this first step in the modelling of the

gyro bus system. It is simply supposed that a sUfficiently accu

rate linear equivalent circuit with ideal switches is available.

Every time a switch is activated, the structure of the gyro bus

system (and its equivalent circuit) will change. The distinct

structures are referred to as the topologies of the system. These

topologies are present in the equivalent circuit as linear time

invariant networks, for which the individual state equations can

easily be determined. Since the topologies can only be activated

disjunctively, the distinct state equations can be joined in one

state equation with time-varying parameters. This joined state
equation will be referred to as the variable stucture model.
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Constant structure modellinq of the qyro bus system

Now we can concentrate on the approximation of the variable

structure model by a constant structure model which is suitable

for control purposes. This is generally considered as the funda

mental problem in the modelling and control of switched power
conversion systems.

Already by intuition it is clear that a constant structure model
can never be equivalent in all respects to a variable structure

model. The conversion from a variable structure model to a con

stant structure model implies a loss of information. Therefore,

the problem is how to obtain a constant structure model that

conserves the essential information for control. What information

is essential depends of course on the particular objective of
control.

In literature a large number of methods is proposed to model swit

ched linear systems by constant structure models (see appendix B

for a summary). The constant structure model is an approximation

of the variable structure model. A fundamental characteristic of

approximation is its non-uniqueness. Therefore it is difficult to

speak in general terms about the SUbject. What is actually des

cribed by the constant structure model, as well as the conditions

under which this model is valid, depends mainly on the method
applied.

A number of methods is based on Fourier analysis. It is felt that

in fact all methods are associated somehow to the principal idea

of Fourier series expansion, which is the description of some

thing that is changing periodically (the harmonics) by something

that is constant (the Fourier coefficients). One coefficient can

only describe some specific aspect of the periodic variable, but

that may be the very aspect that is considered as the relevant

information. Likewise a constant structure model may represent

the specific aspect of a periodic variable structure model that

is supposed to be relevant for the purpose of control.

Application of one of the existing methods would result in some

constant structure model that describes a certain aspect of the

behaviour of currents and voltages in the equivalent circuit,

e.g. their mean value or fundamental harmonic. The difficulty is
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that the energy behaviour is not conserved in such models due to

the loss of information.

For instance, in general the mean value of the electric powers in

the circuit can not be reconstructed from the mean value or fun

damental harmonic of voltages and currents. In principle all har

monics of currents and voltages contribute to the mean value of
the powers. The only way out is to neglect all harmonics which

are assumed to be insignificant. still, for a reliable descrip

tion of the energy behaviour, quite a number of harmonics must be

modelled since we do not wish to neglect from the start for in

stance the harmonic losses in the synchronous machine.

It is not asserted that the existing methods can not be applied
for the modelling of the energy behaviour. From what precedes it

will be clear, however, that the energy modelling of the gyro bus

system becomes a terribly complex affair when these methodes are

applied.

The only one method that was really inviting is the so called

"state space averaging" method [1,2,3], which offers a very sys

tematic approach to the constant structure modelling of switched

power conversion systems. with this method one can derive models

(from sampled-data models), that describe the low-frequency (i.e.

the mean value) behaviour of the currents and voltages in dc/de

conversion systems. A brief explanation of the method can be

found in appendix A.

It was felt that the fundamental idea of state space averaging

could be applied in order to model directly the low-frequency

behaviour of powers and energies in the gyro bus system. The

high-frequency component of powers and energies can be omitted in

the model because they do not contribute effectively to traction

or efficiency.

A second reason to neglect the high-frequency components of powers

and energies is the fact that it is actually impossible to control

them, since the input variables are essentially low-frequency,

discrete-time variables. From the control point of view, the

high-frequency energy behaviour is merely an insignificant side

product of the system. What is really significant for the control

of traction and efficiency is the average power flow in the sys

tem. Therefore a constant structure model that conserves this

information could be particularly useful for the control of the
gyro bus system.
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Now the important question is how to derive such a model from a

given variable structure model. Some theory on this sUbject is

developed in the following chapters, resulting in a method for

the modelling of the low-frequency energy behaviour of switched

linear systems.
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3. ENERGY STATE EQUATIONS

Energy is a curious kind of quantity. It is evident that it plays

a fundamental part in all physical processes. still, the quanti

ty itself remains "invisible". Energy can only be observed indi

rectly via other quantities such as velocity of a mass (kinetic

energy), voltage over a capacitor (electrostatic energy) or cur

rent through an inductor (electrodynamic energy) .

It is remarkable that the quantities by which we observe the dif

ferent kinds of energy, can always be considered as state variab

les of the system. There seems to be an essential connection be

tween state variables and energies. Therefore it was assumed that
..r

there must exist a direct link between the energy contents of a

system and the dynamics of it. In other words, it must be possi

ble to express the dynamic equations of a system in terms of

energy instead of currents, voltages or their analogies in non

electrical systems. In state variable form these equations could

be called "energy state equations".

As mentioned earlier, in the case of the gyro bus system it will

be extremely difficult, due to the loss of information, to recon

struct in a sUfficiently accurate way the energy behaviour, or

even the low-frequency part of it, from a constant structure mo

del that describes only a certain aspect of the currents, volta

ges, angular velocities and torques in the system.

Now suppose that we have available energy state equations for

the different topologies of the system, then it would be possible,

following a kind of state space averaging approach, to determine

a constant structure model which describes directly the low

frequency energy behaviour of the system.

In this chapter it is shown that for linear systems such energy

state equations can be derived from the common state equations.

In §3.1 sourceless linear systems are considered. For these

autonomous systems the derivation of energy state equations is

quite simple. This (vector) equation describes all energies that

are accumulated in the system. Additionally, any power in the

system can be expressed as a linear combination of the energy

state variables.
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rewrite a homogeneous

a matrix equation. In

form is much more

§3.4, it is possible to

equation in the form of

vector form, the matrix

For linear systems with sources the problem is more complex, but

solvable, provided all sources in the system belong to a speci

fic class of sources. This matter is discussed in §3.2.

In §3.3 it is established that an inhomogeneous linear energy
state equation can always be transformed to an equivalent homoge

neous linear form.

As will be shown in

energy state vector

comparison with the
compact.

Finally, in §3.5, we will investigate how to model average powers

as output variables of a discrete-time (sampled-data) energy
state model.

§3.1 Energy state equations for sourceless linear systems

We consider a sourceless linear network consisting of capacitors,

inductors and resistors. The dynamic state equation for this sys

tem takes the homogeneous form:

x = Ax x (3.1)

where x = (x1' .. 'xn )' is a vector of n
independent state variables,

and Ax is a regular constant nxn matrix.

The state variables represent capacitor voltages and/or inductor

currents. Both the current i z through and the voltage Vz over an

arbitrary scalar impedance z in the network can always be expres

sed as a linear combination of the state variables x1' .• 'xn :

(3.2)

and

(3.3)

(Notation: Li(x) = ci1x1+ .... +cinxn) , where ci1, .. ,cin are the
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constant coefficients of the linear combination Li of the ele

ments from x).

+

P z - z

Fig.3.I orientation of i z ' Vz and Pz

From (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that also the electric power P z
which is supplied to impedance z can be expressed in x:

(3.4)

where i z , Vz and Pz are oriented according to fig.3.1.

Now a new state vector p is defined:

p = (PI'··' Pm) ,

(3.5)

So p consists of all possible products of two state variables

from the set xI, .. ,xn and its dimension is:

n-I
m = .I: (n-j)

)=0

From (3.4) and (3.5) it follows:

Pz = L3 (p)

(3.6)

(3.7)

So the power Pz supplied to some impedance z in the network can

always be expressed as a linear combination of the state varia

bles PI'·· ,Pm·
The elements xi (i=I, .. ,n) from p clearly represent the energies

stored in the capacitors and inductors. The physical meaning of

the cross-products XiXj (i,j=I, .. ,n ; i!j) from p has not yet

been fully understood. In any case they conserve the information

concerning the relative orientation of currents and voltages in
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the network (i.e. the sign-information), which is lost in the

squares xi~o (i=l, •• ,n). So the cross-products can be said to
represent the relative orientation of the energies in the capaci

tors and inductors.
Together the elements of p fix the "energy state" of the network.

The state vector p is therefore referred to as the "energy state
vector" •

Furthermore we notice that the dimension m of p is always larger

(apart from the one dimensional case) than the dimension n of x.
Indeed it follows from (3.5) that the elements from p are (non

linearly) dependent: (xiXj)2 = XiXj (i,j=l, •• ,n).
Consequently the vector p is always an element of an n-dimensio
nal non-linear subspace of Rm• For the case n=2 the subspace for
-( 2 2 ) I • d 'f' 3 2·p- Xl 'X2 'XlX2 1S rawn 1n 19. ••

Fig.3.2 The non-linear subspace for p in case n=2, m=3

Bnergy state equations

A homogeneous energy state equation for a sourceless linear net
work can be derived straightforwardly from the common homogeneous

state equation dx/dt=AxX (3.1), which is a set of n linear equa
tions:

.
xi = Lxi (x) i=l, •• ,n (3.8)

Since each element Pk (k=l, •. ,m) from p is a product of two

elements (xi and Xj) of x it follows that:
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. ..
Pk = d(xiXj)/dt = XiXj + XiXj

(3.9)

Together, these m linear equations form the energy state equa

tion:

.
P = ApP

which describes the dynamic energy behaviour of the system.

Example 3.1 (enerqy state equation for an RLe-network)

Consider the network in fig.3.3:

i
R

(3.10)

v
+

C L

Fig.3.3 RLC-network

The capacitor voltage v and the inductor current i are joined in

the state vector x:

The state equation in x is easily determined as:

(3.11)

where (3.12)
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The energy state vector is defined as:

(3.13)

From (3.9) it follows:

· 2ilPI = = -2Ri~ /L + 2iv/L

· .
P2 = 2vv = -2iv/c

· . .
P3 = iv+iv = -i~/C + v~/L -Riv/L

and we get the energy state equation:

(3.14)

·p = ApP

o
o

l/L

2/L ]
-2/C

-R/L

(3.15)

The matrix Ap is regular, so PI' P2 and P3 are linearly indepen

dent variables indeed.

Now, for instance, the powers PR' PL and PC' which are supplied

to respectively R, Land C, are determined by the linear output

equation:

q = CpP

and Cp = [-~ o 0]o 1
o -1

27
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§3.2 Energy state equations for linear systems with sources

For a linear network with sources the dynamic state equation

takes the inhomogeneous form:

where x = (xl' .. 'xn )'

u = (ul' .. ' u r ) ,

Ax is a regular constant nxn matrix

au is a constant nxr matrix. (3.17)

Again it is supposed that the state variables xl, .. ,xn represent

inductor currents and capacitor voltages. Furthermore it is sup

posed that u(t) is given explicitly, since u(t) cannot be solved

from (3.17).

Yet we will try to convert (3.17) to an inhomogeneous energy

state equation of the linear form:

.
p = ApP + Bvv (3.18)

in such a way that the power Pz , supplied to an arbitrary impe

dance z in the network, can be expressed as a linear combination

of the elements from p and v. To investigate this we proceed in a

similar way as before:

The current i z through, and the voltage Vz over impedance z can

always be expressed as a linear combination of the elements from

x and u:

Vz = LS(x,u)

Consequently, the power Pz supplied to impedance z is:

(3.19)

(3.20)

and therefore can be expressed as a linear combination of all

possible products of the elements collected from x and u:
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where Pxx = (xlxl'··'xlxn'x2x2'·····'xnxn)'

Pxu = (xlul'··'xlur'x2ul'·····'xnur)'

Puu = (ulul'··'ulur'u2u2'·····'urur)' (3.21)

The three groups are distinct by their different natures. Of the

variables Pxx' Pxu and Puu only Puu is given explicitly, so to

get the linear form (3.18) we assign:

v = Puu ( 3 . 22 )

and therefore:

p = [:::]
(3.23)

Now we have to find expressions of the form Pxx=Lxx(P,V) and.
pxu=Lxu(p,v), which together form the energy state equation of

the form (3.18).

For an arbitrary element XiXj from Pxx we find on account

of (3.17):

. .
d(XiXj)/dt = XiXj+xiXj = L7 (x,U)Xj + xiL8(x,u) = L9 (p) (3.24)

A problem arises in the determination of an expression

Pxu=Lxu(p,v). For an arbitrary element XiUj from Pxu we get:

.. .
d(XiUj)/dt = XiUj+xiUj = L1o (x,U)Uj + XiUj (3.25)

In general Uj cannot be expressed as a linear combination of the

elements from x and u. still, in special cases it is possible:

Suppose U = a e bt

then U = bu = L11 (u)

Conclusion:

The transformation of the common linear state equation (3.17) to

a linear energy state equation (3.18) is possible only if all

sources in the network belo~g to a special class of sources.
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Determination of the special class of sources.

In the example u=aebt the time derivative du/dt could be expres

sed in u itself. If this is not possible we could introduce an

imaginary auxiliary source h l such that du/dt=hl . But now the

problem is to express dhl/dt as a linear combination of u and hl.

Again, if this is not possible we could introduce another auxi

liary source h2=dhl /dt=d2 u/dt 2 etc. Evidently this must come to

an end. So we conclude that a source u belongs certainly (exclu

sively?) to that special class in case the following sufficient

(necessary?) condition is satisfied:

There exists a smallest integer N such that:

u(N) = Lu(u(N-l), .. ,u(l) ,u)

where (3.26)

So the condition is that the Nth time derivative of u can be

expressed as a linear combination of the lower degree time

derivatives of u. In case this condition is met, it suffices to

introduce N-l auxiliary variables hl, .. ,hN-l ' defined by:

u = (u,hl, .. ,hN- l )'

where hn = u(n) n=l, .. ,N-l (3.27)

Hence, a vari~ble u that satisfies (3.26) can be extended to a

vector u , for which it is possible to derive a relation of the

form:

(3.28)

where Au is a constant NxN matrix.

Now we will determine the special class of sources that

satisfy (3.26):
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proposition:

A source u which satisfies the equation:

(3.29)

has the following property:

There are constants CmfC (m=0, .. ,N-1) such that:

N-1
u(N) = I: cmu(m)

m=O
(3.30)

and, as a result, the source u belongs to the special class of

sources.

Proof:

First we define:

b t
e (t) - a e nn - n

N
So: u(t) = I: en(t) .

n=l

n=l, .. ,N (3.31)

The mth time derivative of u can be expressed in b n and en:

The left hand side of (3.30) therefore equals:

and the right hand side of (3.30) equals:

(3.32)

(3.33)

N-1
I: Cmu(m) =

m=O

N-1 N m
I: Cm I: enbn =

m=O n=l
(3.34)

The right hand sides (and with that the left hand sides) of (3.33)

and (3.34) are equal if for all nf(l, .. ,N) the coefficients of

en are equal in both expressions, so if:

n=l, .. , N (3.35)

For arbitrary numbers b 1 , .. ,bN , (3.35) is a set of N independent
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linear equations with N unknowns cO, .. ,cN-l , which can always be

solved. From this it follows that there exist constants cO, .. ,cN-l

so that the left hand sides of (3.33) and (3.34) are equal for

all t.

So all sources u of the form (3.29) belong to the special class.

We can observe that harmonic and constant sources belong to this

class. In fact all sources that can be expanded in a finite

Laplace series belong to the special class, although it is of

practical importance that the number of N-l auxiliary variables

remains within reason.

The Laplace series expansion of a rectangular source is infinite.

But such a source could be modelled as well by a constant source

and some switches, just as it is usually implemented in power

electronic supplies. Therefore the theoretical restriction on the

kind of sources is not very stringent from a practical point of

view.

Example 3.2 (Energy state equation for a linear network with a

harmonic source)

We consider the linear network in fig.3.4:

i
R

+
u(t)=sin(wt) L

Fig.3.4 Linear network with a harmonic source

The common state equation is the inhomogeneous equation:

.
x = Axx + Buu

where x=i : u(t)=sin(wt) : Ax=-R/L : Bu=l/L .
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The source u belongs to the special class, since:

u(t) = sin(wt) = ~ejwt - ~e-jwt
2j 2j

(3.37)

In the right hand side of (3.37) the number of terms is N=2, so

it suffices to introduce N-l=l auxiliary variable, defined as:

h(t) = ~ u= cos(wt)

Yet we find:

(3.38)

where u = (u,h)' (3.39)

According to (3.22) and (3.23) we assign:

( '2' 'h)'P = 1, lU, L

V = (u 2
, uh, h 2

)' = (sin2 (wt) ,sin (wt) cos (wt) ,cos 2 (wt) ) , (3.40)

From (3.36) and (3.39) we derive:

d(i 2 )/dt = 2ii = -2Ri 2 /L + 2iu/L

d(iu)/dt
. .

= iu+iu = - Riu/L + wih + u 2 /L

d(ih)/dt = ih+ih = - wiu Rih/L + uh/L (3.41)

which together form the inhomogeneous energy state equation:

.
p = App + Byv (3.42)

[-2R/L 2/L 0

] [
0 0 0

]where Ap = 0 -R/L 0 . By = l/L 0 0,
0 -w -R/L 0 l/L 0
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§3.3 Homoqenization of inhomoqeneous linear state equations

As concluded previously, the transformation of the common linear

inhomogeneous state equation (3.17) to a linear inhomogeneous

energy state equation (3.18) is only possible if for each source

uiEU a vector ui can be constructed so that:

ft· = L (u·)1. A 1.u·1.

i=1, .• ,r (3.43)

From (3.43) it follows that all source vectors ui actually behave

like state variables. Now we define the compound source vector u:

a = [t]
and the extended state vector x:

~ = [:]

(3.44)

(3.45)

From the inhomogeneous state equation (3.17) in x and u we can

derive on account of (3.43) a homogeneous state equation in x:

(3.46)

Subsequently, (3.39) can be transformed to a homogeneous energy

state equation in p:

P= ApP (3.47)

where the extended energy state vector p is the collection of all

possible products of the elements from x.

Conclusion:

If all sources in a linear network belong to the special class,

specified by (3.29), then its inhomogeneous linear state equation

in x and u can be transformed to a homogeneous linear state equa

tion in the extended state vector x. In addition, this homoge

neous state equation in x can be transformed to a homogeneous li

near energy state equation in p, where p is the extended energy

state vector.
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The advantage of a homogeneous form over an inhomogeneous form is

clearly its simplicity. The absence of an inhomogeneous part

makes the solution of a state equation much easier.

Example 3.3 (homogeneous energy state equation for a linear

network with a harmonic source)

Again we take the network in fig.3.4 as an example. First the

extended state vector x is constructed:

x = (i,u,h) I (3.48)

The homogeneous state equation in x is simply the collection of

(3 . 36) and (3. 39) :

.
A A AX = XX

where Ax = [-R~L
IlL

o
-w

(3.49)

The homogeneous state equation in x can be transformed in the

usual way to a homogeneous energy state equation in p:

.
p = ApP (3.50)

where p = ( • 2 • • h 2 h h 2 ) • and1 ,1U,1 ,u ,u ,

-2R/L 2/L 0 0 0 0

0 -R/L w IlL 0 0

0 -w -R/L 0 IlL 0
Ap =

0 0 0 0 2w 0

0 0 0 -w 0 w

0 0 0 0 -2w 0
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Now (3.50) is the homogeneous equivalent of (3.42), and the

extended energy state vector p is the compound vector:

(3.51)

Remark:
In fact, homogeneous equations model the total system, i.e. the

supplied network as well as the linear mechanism that generates

the variables ul, .. ,ur from u.
A point of consideration is the energy contents of the system. We

can observe that the total system is autonomous. Nevertheless it

will produce an infinite amount of energy if the real part of any

eigenvalue from Ax is non-negative (for instance a zero eigen

value for a constant voltage source in a resistive network that

permanently produces heat). From this we conclude that the energy

contents of the total system can be infinite, which suggests the

impossibility of physical realisation. still the homogeneous

equation (3.39) is mathematically equivalent with the original

inhomogeneous equation (3.17), which is a common mathematical

representation for any physical linear system.

The point is, of course, the somewhat artificial concept of a

mathematical source u that can just produce energy even beyond

doomsday. Any physical source will run out sooner or later. It is

quite impossible to model the complete future of the physical

source; so the simple, but possibly inexhaustable mathematical

source is introduced to overcome this problem. As a consequence

it is problematic to reflect the finite energy contents of the

total physical system in its mathematical representation.

still, a homogeneous energy state equation is useful to describe

a system with sources, because all powers (i.e. the change of

energies) in the system can be derived from it correctly.
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§3.4 Enerqy state equations in the form of matrix equations

We consider the homogeneous state equation:

X= (xl' . . ,xn ) , (3.52)

.
p = ApP

As explained above, this equation can be transformed to an energy

state equation in the energy state vector p:

P=(Pl'·· ,Pm) '=(xlxl'" ,xlxn ,x2x2'··· ,xnXn)'
(3.53)

where the dimension m of the p-vector is determined by the dimen

sion n of the x-vector according to:

n-l
m = ~ (n-j)

j=O
(3.54)

As an alternative, the energy state equation may be written in

the form of a matrix equation. For that we define the energy

state matrix P:

[

X~:Xl .... Xl~:n]
P = xx' =

xnxl •... xnxn

(3.55)

The energy state equation in the form of a matrix equation fol

lows by taking the time derivative of P:

P = d(xx')/dt = xx' + xx' = (Axx)x' + x(AxX)' = AxXX' + xx'Ax
(3.56)

So we find:

.
P = AxP + PAx (3.57)

The vector equation (3.53) and the matrix equation (3.57) are

mathematically equivalent. still, the vector form and the matrix

form have quite different properties. The differences concern the

mathematical flexibility of the two forms (as we shall see in

§3.5) and the dimensions of the system matrices Ax and Ap , as
will be elucidated now:
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In the vector equation (3.53) the number of coefficients equals

m2 whereas the coefficients in the matrix equation (3.57) number

n 2 • Eq.(3.54) shows the cummulative growth of the dimension m of

the p-vector for increasing dimension n of the x-vector. This

implies an extreme growth of m2 for incrementing value n (the

order of the system). As a result m2 becomes excessively large

already for relatively modest values of n. Suppose for example

n=lO, then m=55 and so m2 =3025 , against n 2 =lOO.

Obviously the matrix form is preferable from a computational

point of view. Apart from that, by intuition the matrix form is

to be preferred since it follows in a much more natural way from

the original state equation in x. Nevertheless, the vector form

appears to be much more flexible in mathematical manipulations,

as we will see in the following section.

§3.5 Modelling of average powers

In §2.3 it was established that the control of the gyro bus

system is essentially a problem of controlling the average power

flow in the system. Yet, we will investigate how to model ave

rage powers as output variables of discrete-time energy state

models.

For this purpose we consider a linear system with ideal switches

and sources which are in the class specified by (3.29).

The r topologies of this system can be described by r continuous

time linear homogeneous energy state equations. These equations

may take the vector form:

.
p = ApiP i=l, .. ,r (3.58)

or, alternatively, the matrix form:

i=l, •• ,r (3.59)

The transition to the discrete time t=kTc (k€Z) is performed by

solving (3.58) or (3.59) for the subsequent topologies on the

interval kTcSt«k+l)Tc .
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For the vector form, the resulting discrete-time energy state

equation takes the form:

where p(k) is the value of p at t=kTc '

Dp(sk) is the state transition matrix for p

and sk represents the particular switching sequence

on the interval kTc St«k+1)Tc . (3.60)

The state transition matrix Dp(sk) is determined as a product of

matrix-exponentials, according to:

where Aj (Aj€{Ap1 , .. ,Apr } ; j=l, .. ,Nk) is the system

matrix of the jth topology, activated for fj

seconds in a sequence of Nk topologies on the

interval kTc St«k+1)Tc . (3.61)

For the matrix form we find the discrete-time equation:

(3.62)

where P(k) is the value of P at t=kTc '

and Dx(sk) is the state transition matrix for x.

The state transition matrix Dx(sk) is also determined by (3.61)

except for the fact that in this case the matrix Aj is the cor

responding element from the matrix set {Ax1, .. ,Axr }.

Now the question is how to associate an arbitrary average power

with the discrete-time models (3.60) and (3.62). In answering

this question we will distinguish between the vector form and the

matrix form:

Modelling average powers by vector form energy state equations
As explained in §3.1 any power in the system can be expressed as

a linear combination of the elements from the energy state vector

p. The linear combination may be different for the various topo

logies of the system, so in general the power Pz supplied to an

arbitrary impedance z in the system is expressed by a set of r

linear combinations for the r topologies of the system:
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i=l, .• , r (3.63 )

where c· is a constant m-dimensional row vector.1.

Now suppose we wish to control the average of Pz over some inter

val O~t<Tc • An easy way to model this average power is to

extend the energy state vector p by a scalar state variable q,

representing the integral of Pz:

p = [:]
t

where q(t) = J pz(r) dr

0

The state equations for q take the form:

(3.64 )

.
q = Pz = Li(p) = ciP q(O)=O i=l, .. ,r (3.65)

and as a result the state equations for the extended energy state

vector pare:

i=l, .. ,r

where (3.66)

Now the average of Pz over the interval O~t<Tc equals q(Tc)/Tc .

Thus in the case of the gyro bus we can, for example, model the

average values of the traction power and the dissipated or, al

ternatively, the accumulated power. Of course provided that the

gyro bus system satisfies the conditions stated in the intro

duction of this chapter.

The vector form proves to be very flexible. Nevertheless, the

drawback is the large number of coefficients in the (extended)

system matrices of the vector form, which makes the vector form

inconvenient.
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Modelling average powers by matrix form energy state equations

As indicated in §3.4 the matrix form is far more compact in

relation to to the vector form. Unfortunately, the matrix form

appears to be much less flexible, which might be a consequence of

its compactness. Again we can introduce a state variable q whose

time derivative dqjdt agrees to some power in the system, so that

dqjdt can be described by linear combinations of the elements

from the energy state matrix P, i.e. the state equations:

q(O)=O i=l, •• ,r (3.67)

However, it is probably impossible to accommodate the state equa

tions (3.67) for q in the matrix form energy state equations:

i=l, .. ,r (3.57)

The matrix form essentially differs from the vector form while the

time derivative of an element from P can only be expressed as a

linear combination of a subset from the elements from P. Contrary,

the time derivate of an element from the vector p can be made

dependent of all elements from p.

Now suppose that impedance z exclusively consists of reactive

components (inductors, capacitors or their analogies in non

electrical systems). In this case the average of the power Pz
over the interval O~t<Tc may be determined from the change of the

energy state P over this interval. After all the value of pet)

does inform us about the momentary energy contents of all reac

tive components in the system, so the average power supplied to z

is reflected in the change of the energy contents of impedance z.

If z contains resistive elements or sources, the average of the

power Pz cannot be determined, at least not straightforwardly,

from the change of the energy state P:

We can assign an energy content to a resistive element in terms

of the dissipated energy ER. (For a thermical isolated

resistor the energy ER=kRf may be interpreted as the thermic

energy in the resistor, where the constant kR is the thermic capacity

and the state variable f is the temperature of the resistor).

However, extention of the x-vector by the state variable f
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results in a non-linear (so hardly solvable) state equation.

As mentioned in §3.3 the energy contents of a physical source is

not reflected properly by the usual mathematical models for these

sources. For instance a constant that models the source voltage

of a battery in an electric network does not answer any question

about the energy contents of the battery. A way out of this pro

blem is to represent the voltage source by a capacitor. Its capa

city should be large enough in order to keep the capacitor vol

tage approximately constant over a sUfficiently large space of

time. The incremental change of the capacitor voltage is then a

measure for the change of the batteries energy contents.

Similarly a harmonic voltage source may be represented by a pro

perly dimensioned Lc-circuit, as will be illustrated in §4.2.

Now suppose that all sources in the linear system can be replaced

by (approximately) equivalent linear networks, then the state ma
trix P for the equivalent circuit of the complete system describes

all accumulated energies in the system. If the control problem is

put in terms of these accumulated energies then the state equation

in P directly describes the behaviour of the quantities we intend

to control. In this case there is no need to extend the set of

energy state variables by a variable q that represents an average

power.

Following this approach, we will use the compact matrix form in

the modelling (chap.4) and control (chap.5) of a simple gyro bus
system.
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4. MODELLING OF ENERGIES IN A SIMPLE GYRO BOS SYSTEM.

In this chapter it is shown how matrix form energy state equa
tions can be used to obtain a model for the control of energies
in a gyro bus system that may be considered as a simple version

of the CCM gyro bus system.

The system to be modelled is presented in §4.l. Using linear mo

dels for the electric machines, it is possible to describe the
system by a switched RLC-network, as will be shown in §4.2. The

energies accumulated in the system are correctly reflected in the
network. Therefore, this equivalent circuit enables us to model

in §4.3 the energies in the system by a discrete-time matrix form

energy state equation. The model may be used to simulate the ener

gy behaviour of the simple gyro bus system. still, this model is

unsuitable for the control of energies, for it does not describe

in a SUfficiently simple way the relation between the control
variables (the input variables) and the energies we intend to
control (the output variables). In §4.4 a method is proposed by
means of which we can derive a simple model, suitable for the

control of energies in the simple gyro bus system.

§4.1 The simple gyro bus system

In this section an equivalent circuit is determined for a system

that may be considered as a primitive version of the CCM gyro

bus. This primitive version, referred to as the simple gyro bus
system, is rendered in fig.4.l.

fly- synchr. current
wheel machine inverter dc-link chopper dc-machine load

Jf Jb

~
~~

Of Db

a 6

Fig.4.l The simple gyro bus system.
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The mass inertia Jb is the rotating equivalent of the total mass

of the gyro bus. The damping ~ represents all mechanical resis

tance the vehicle meets (mainly rolling and air resistance). All

friction is assumed to be viscous.

The gyro bus system in fig.4.1 differs in various respects from

the CCM gyro bus:

- The synchronous machine is a permanently excited single

phase, single pole machine.

- The dc-machine is permanently excited.

- The current inverter is a single phase bridge inverter. .

- The switches in inverter and chopper are "ideal". They are,

contrary to GTOs, bidirectional conducting devices. In con

sequence of this, the chopper is permanently in continuous

conducting mode, while the chopper in the system of CCM will
get in discontinuous conducting mode for small average values

of the armature current i a •

The mass inertia Jf of the flywheel is chosen large enough to

ensure an approximately constant angular velocity wf of the

flywheel for the time the system is being simulated.

§4.2 Equivalent circuit for the simple gyro bus system

First, equivalent circuits are determined for the dc-machine

inclusive of the load and the synchronous machine inclusive of

the flywheel. These circuits, and the circuit of the switched

power converters, are then connected to an equivalent circuit for

the complete gyro bus system.

dc-machine and load

The equivalent circuit for the dc-machine and load is derived

from the current model in fig.4.2:
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e

Fig.4.2 dc-machine and load

The e.m.f. e in the armature circuit of the permanently excited

dc-machine is given by the relation:

where kb is a constant

and wb is the angular velocity of the rotor.

The electro-mechanical power balance reads:

Pe = Pm

(4.7)

where Pe = iae = iakbwb

and Pm = Tbwb

is the electrical power

is the mechanical power. (4.8)

The electro-mechanical torque Tb equals the sum of acceleration

torque and friction torque, so:

(4.9)

From (4.7),(4.8) and (4.9) we obtain a first order differential

equation for the e.m.f. e:

.
i aCbe = - e/Rb

where Cb = Jb/kb
and Rb = kb/DlJ (4.10 )

which is exactly the differential equation for the RC-circuit in

fig.4.3:
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Fig.4.3 Equivalent circuit for e.m.f. and load.

The equivalent circuit for dc-machine and load thus becomes as

rendered in fig.4.4:

+
e =*==

Fig.4.4 Equivalent circuit for dc-machine and load.

Now the kinetic energy of the gyro bus mass equals the electro

static energy in the capacitor. The losses due to rolling and air

resistance equal the dissipation in resistor Rb.

Synchronous machine and flywheel

The equivalent circuit for the synchronous machine and flywheel

is derived from the model in fig.4.5:

Fig.4.5 Synchronous machine and flywheel.

This model is identical to the model in fig.4.4 except for the

e.m.f. uf of the synchronous machine, being an alternating

voltage:
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where kf is a constant
and wf is the angular velocity of the flywheel. (4.11)

The differential equation for uf is, contrary to the differential

equation for e, non-linear in the variable wf. Under the condi

tion that wf is approximately constant, the voltage uf approxi
mates a harmonic of constant frequency. The usual way is to model

the e.m.f. by a harmonic voltage source. Instead of this, an LC
circuit (see fig.4.6) is proposed to model the e.m.f. as well as

the energy contained by the flywheel. The mechanical damping of
the flywheel could be modelled as a viscous friction by adding a

pair of resistors to the LC-circuit. This is omitted yet, for

this friction is assumed to be neglegible.

i

+
C u

Fig.4.6 Equivalent circuit for e.m.f. and flywheel.

The LC-circuit is dimensioned as follows:

The LC-circuit should oscillate at a frequency wf, so we set:

(4.12)

The voltage u over the capacity Cf and the current i through the

induction Lf are described by the state equations:

u = i/Cf

t
1 = -U/Lf (4.13)

For the sake of convenience the current i is scaled to a variable

h, so that u and h have equal amplitude. The variable h, having

the dimension of a voltage, is defined as:

(4.14)
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Now (4.13) is equivalent to:

(4.15 )

In order to approximate uf(t) by u(t) we initialize (4.15) with

u(O)=O and h(O)=kfwf (the amplitude of uf). As a result the

energy in the LC-circuit equals:

The flywheel contains an energy:

1
-Jfw2
2 f

Finally Cf is determined by equating (4.16) and (4.17),
yielding:

(4.16 )

(4.17)

(4.18)

Apparently Cf is a system constant, contrary to the induction

coefficient Lf, which for (4.12) depends on the (quasi constant)

variable wf according to:

(4.19)

The equivalent circuit for synchronous machine and flywheel thus

becomes as rendered in fig.4.7.

i

C
+

u

Fig.4.6 Equivalent circuit for synchronous machine and flywheel
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Equivalent circuit for the complete gyro bus system

Connection of the previously determined circuits to the switched

power converter circuit yields an equivalent circuit for the

complete gyro bus system as shown in fig.4.8:

it ~ Rm Ra La

Rsn RCT

+ +
C sn v~ Tsn -

t
a 6

Fig.4.8 Equivalent circuit for the complete gyro bus system.

Peak voltages at commutation instants are suppressed by the

snubber network consisting of a series connected resistor Rsn and

capacitor Csn .

The resistors RLT and RCT represent the ohmic losses in resp. the

inductor and buffer capacitor in the dc-link.

The switches in the current inverter are operated to reverse the

polarity of the synchronous machine phase, so the inverter swit

ches between two modes. The polarity is reversed twice each

cycle: at a rotor position a (degrees), and at a rotor position

a+180°. As a result the inverted current (i.e. the current is) is

phase shifted a degrees with respect to the e.m.f. of the syn

chronous machine.

The chopper is duty-ratio (6) controlled. The frequency of the

switching cycle is fixed at 500 Hz. The chopper has also two

modes of operation since the two switches are switched on alter

nately.

So we have the firing angle a and the duty-ratio 6 as input var

iables for the control the simple gyro bus system.

The equivalent circuit is dimensioned as listed below. We consi

der the system at a flywheel rotation speed of 500 rps, so we set

wf=103~ rad/s.

The capacity Cf represents the mass inertia Jf of the flywheel.
In order to simplify the simulation of the system over a period
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of about 10 s, the value of Jf, and with that the value of Cf, is

chosen so large that the speed of the flywheel will be approxima

tely constant for at least 10 s. As a consequence, the slowly va

rying angular velocity wf can be considered as a constant parame

ter during simulation. Of course this is rather unrealistic, but

from the control point of view it does not really matter whether

we are dealing with a heavy or an extremely heavy flywheel.

The capacity Cb and the resistor Rb' which represent the total

mass of the vehicle resp. the air and rolling resistance, are

dimensioned as follows:

Suppose the gyro bus has a total mass mb of 4000 kg and can !each

a maximum speed of 100 km/h. Then the maximum kinetic energy of

the gyro bus mass is 2-107 J. At maximum speed, the e.m.f. e of

the dc-machine in the CCM gyro bus is about 600 V, so we could

take emax=200J10~632 V as a maximum for e in the simple gyro bus

system. To reflect the kinetic energy of the gyro bus mass in the

electrostatic energy of the capacitor, we solve Cb from the equa

tion: ~Cbe~ax=2-107 J, which yields Cb=100 F. To find an appro

priate value for Rb, we suppose the free running gyro bus slows

down typically with a time constant of 20 s. Then Rb=0.2 0 is

found from the equation: RbCb=20 s.

Cf = 104 F

Lf = l/(Cfwf ) (wf = 103~ rad/s)

Ls = 120 ~H

Rs = 2.5 mO

Csn= 0.5 ~F

Rsn= 50 0

~= 1 mH

Rm= 5 ron
CT = 600 ~F

RCT= 0.1 ron
La =1.25 mH

Ra = 50 ron

Cb = 100 F

Rb = 0.2 0
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§4.3 sampled-data modellinq of enerqies

The equivalent circuit enables us to model all accumulated ener
gies in the simple gyro bus system by a discrete-time (t=kTc )

matrix form energy state equation. On the base of such a model,

the control of the average power flow in the system can be
approached as a problem of controlling the net change of the

accumulated energies over the interval kTc~t«k+1)Tc. since the

equivalent circuit is an RLC-network with ideal switches, the
discrete-time matrix form energy state equation can be derived

straightforwardly from the common state equations for the four

topologies of the network:

As usual we choose the inductor currents and the capacitor vol
tages in the equivalent circuit as state variables and define the
state vector x:

(4.20)

For convenience, the current i through inductor Lf is scaled

according to (4.14), resulting in the state variable h. Now the

state equations for the four topologies of the circuit take the

homogeneous form:

r=1, .. ,4 (4.21)

According to (3.57) the matrix form energy state equations for

the topologies follow directly from (4.21):

P = AxrP + PAxr

where P = xx'

r=1, .• ,4

(4.22)

Transition to the discrete-time t=kTc yields a discrete-time

energy state equation of the form:

P(k+1) = D(a,6)P(k)D'(a,6)

where P(k) is the sample of P at instant t=kTc
and D(a,6) is the state transition matrix.
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The matrix D(a,6) is in general expressible as a product of

matrix-exponentials:

D(a,&) (4.24)

where Aj€{Ax1 , .. ,Ax4} (j=l, .. ,Nk) is the system matrix
of the jth topology, switched on for a period of

fj seconds in the sequence of Nk topologies

during the interval kTcSt«k+l)Tc .

The state transition matrix is a function of a and 6 since the

switching sequence depends on these variables. An explicit expres

sion of this function is omitted here for its extreme complexity.

The model (4.23) may be used to simulate the energy behaviour of

the system in time steps of Tc seconds. However, it is unsuited

for control purposes because the state transition matrix D is

much too complex a function of the control variables a and 6.

In the next section a method is proposed to obtain a less complex

model, suitable for the control of energies in the simple gyro

bus system.

§4.4 A simplified model for energy control

In this section, the discrete-time energy state equation (4.23)

is used to obtain a comparatively simple model for the discrete

time control of energies in the simple gyro bus system.

As an example we consider the problem of controlling the kinetic

energy of the gyro bus mass (i.e. a speed control) while maximi

zing the energy contents of the system (i.e. maximizing the energy

efficiency). It is assumed that at the present instant t=kTc a

setpoint for the speed at some future instant (k+l)Tc can be

derived from the present position of the accelerator and brake

pedal in combination with measurement of the present speed of the

bus.

This control problem may be converted to a mathematical problem.

For this purpose we introduce some variables:
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The quantities we wish to control are defined as the output

variables:

Eb = the kinetic energy of the gyro bus mass.

Et = the total energy contents of the system.
(i.e. the sum of the energies accumulated in flywheel,

capacitors, inductors and the gyro bus mass).
(4.25)

The output variables are chosen so that their value can be expres

sed as a linear combination of the elements Pij from the energy

state matrix P:

1 1
= 2cb e2 = 2cbP6,6

= ~ccdiag(p)

(4.26)

where

and
cc=(Ls,~,La,Csn,CT,Cb,Cf,Cf)

diag(P) is a collumn vector of

elements from P.

the diagonal

(4.27)

Next, the control vector Uc is defined as:

Uc = (a,lS) (4.28)

The admissible values of Uc are bounded by the domain Uc' defined
as:

Uc = ([0·,360°),[0,1])

Now the control problem is formulated in discrete-time:

Available data at t=kTc :

P(k) and a setpoint Ebs(k+1) for Eb(k+1).

Which value should be assigned to Uc in order that:

Et(k+1) is maximum,

SUbject to the constraints:

Eb(k+1) = Ebs(k+1)
Uc € Uc
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The solution of this control problem becomes feasible when we
have the disposal of a model consisting of simple approximating- -functions Eb and Et for the output variables:

-
Eb(k+1) ~ Eb(uc,P(k»

-
Et(k+l) ~ Et(uc,P(k» (4.31)

The method proposed here to determine Eb and Et is basically

simple, still somewhat laborious. However, these functions can be
determined off-line. Therefore the computational efforts on-line

are limited to the determination of an optimal control, given
- -

P(k) and the functions Eb and Et.

- -Method to determine the functions Eb and Et

An increase of the firing angle a by 8 degrees will somehow

affect the currents and voltages in the equivalent circuit. Now
it is supposed that nearly the same effect is achieved by a phase

shift of both u(t) and h(t) over -8 degrees. So instead of shif

ting the switching sequence of the inverter by 8 degrees relative

to the position of the synchronous machine rotor, the turning

rotor is displaced (fictitiously) by an angle -8. Evidently it is
hardly possible to realize this technically. still it is easy to
simulate:

The sample instants are chosen in such a way that:

u(k) = 0
h(k) = maximum (4.32)

So a sample interval encloses a whole number of nc rotations.
The -8 degrees phase shifted values of u(k) and h(k) thus become:

ua(k) = -sin(8)h(k)

ha(k) = cos(8)h(k) (4.33)

Next we suppose the change 8 of a is measured relative to an

initial value ao of a. setting ao=O° makes 8=a.
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Replacing the elements u and h in the x-vector by resp. ua and ha
yields a vector xa . Using (4.33) we may write:

xa(k) = F(a)x(k)

1
1

1

(4.34)

where F(a) =
1

1
1

o -sin(a)
o cos (a)

The energy state matrix associated with xa(k) is:

PaCk) = xa(k)x&(k) = F(a)P(k)F'(a) (4.35)

Based on what precedes, the right hand side of the energy state

equation (4.23) may be approximated by:

P(k+1) = 0(a,6)P(k)0'(a,6) ~ 0(6)Pa (k)0'(6)

where 0(6) = 0(ao ,6) (4.36)

This approximation is useful, for PaCk) is a much less complex

function of a than 0(a,6) is.

In (4.26) and (4.27) the output variables are expressed as linear

combinations of the diagonal elements Pmm (m=l, .. ,n) from P. As a

result of (4.36) we have:

Pmm(k+1) ~ dm(6)Pa(k)d~(6)

where dm(6) is the mth row from matrix 0(6).

Now we introduce the matrix Lm(6):

and, for notational simplicity, the operator #:

(4.37)

(4.38)

A # B =
n n

,1: 1:
J.=1 j=l

a' ·b·,J.J J.J

where aij and bij are the elements of

the nxn matrices A resp. B.
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As can be verified easily, this matrix operation is distributive,

so (A#B)+(C#B)=(A+B)#C.

Using (4.38) and (4.39), the right hand side of (4.37) may be

rearranged to:

(4.40)

with (4.26),(4.27) and (4.40) we get the following expressions

for the output variables:

and:

where (4.41)

where 1 n
Mt(6) = - ~ ccmT. (6)2 m=l ~

(4.42)

Now the main problem left is how to deal with the matrices Mb and

Mt, being extremely complicated functions of the duty-ratio 6.

Calculation of Mb(6) and Mt(6) for various values of 6 in the
range [0,1] showed that the elements of these matrices are

approximately quadratic functions of 6. Therefore these matrices

may be approximated by second degree matrix-polynomials in 6:

-
Mb(6) ~ Mb(6) = 62Mb2 + 6Mb1 + MbO

-
Mt(6) ~ Mt(6) = 62Mt2 + 6Mt1 + MtO

(4.43)

(4.44)

A curve fitting algorithm was used to obtain the coefficient

matrices in the right hand sides of (4.43) and (4.44). In this

algorithm the value of Mb(6) and Mt(6) is calculated for three

values of 6 (6=0.0, 6=0.4 and 6=0.8), yielding three-point-curves

for each element of Mb and Mt and providing a unique solution of

the three corresponding coefficients in the right hand sides of

(4.43) and (4.44).

From (4.35) and (4.41), •. ,(4.44) we get:
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Eb(k+l) ~ Mb(o)#Pa(k)

Et(k+l) ~ Mt(o)#Pa(k)

(4.45)

(4.46)

The right hand sides of (4.45) and (4.46) are fairly simple

functions of the control variables a and o. still, some further

approximations are useful to simplify the solution of the control

problem as much as possible.

By removing all negligible terms from the right hand sides of

(4.45) and (4.46), we can approximate the output variables Eb and

Et by the simple functions Eb and Et:

-Eb(k+l) ~ Eb(uc,p(k» = fbo(o,P(k» + cos(a)fbc(o,P(k» (4.47)

-
Et(k+l) ~ Et(uc,P(k» = fto(o,P(k» + cos(a)ftc(o,P(k» (4.48)

The functions fbo,fbc,fto and ftc are second degree polynomials

in o. The coefficients of these polynomials are determined as

linear combinations of the elements from P(k).

At this stage it is useful to check the accuracy of these appro

ximations.

The functions Eb and Et may be interpreted as predictions at

t=kTc of the values Eb(k+l) resp. Et(k+l). The accuracy of these

predictions can be checked by comparison of the predicted values

with the actual values that follow from a simulation of the

system, using the model (4.23) and the equations (4.26) and

(4.27).

The result of a simulation for an arbitrarily chosen control is

in fig.4.9, showing the course of the control variables and the

resulting course of the kinetic energy of the gyro bus mass (Eb)

and the total energy contents of the system (Et). The simulation

is performed in time-steps of Tc =O.08s, coinciding with nc =40

turns of the flywheel.

The course of Eb and Et is plotted again in fig.4.10, but now to

gether with the predictions Eb and Et. We can establish that the

prediction Eb of Eb is quite accurate for all k. The prediction

Et of Et is less accurate in the first part of the simulation.

Nevertheless, Et is systematically smaller than Et. Therefore, it

is still possible that the maximization of Et (approximately)

coincides with the maximization of Et.
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5. CONTROL OF ENERGIES IN THE SIMPLE GYRO BUS SYSTEM

Until now, we have considered only those aspects of the control

problem which are of interest for the modelling of the (simple)

gyro bus system. In this chapter an algorithm is described for

the control of the simple gyro bus system, according to the

control problem (4.30) that concerns the control of the kinetic

energy of the gyro bus mass, while maximizing the total energy

contents of the system. The algorithm is based on the simplified

model as derived in §4.4. The aim of this chapter is just to show

the utility of the proposed modelling approach. We will not ela

borate on the specific problems of system control, such as the

dynamic behaviour of the system in a control loop and the techni

cal problems involved in the implementation of the control algo

rithm.

-Using the simple functions Eb (4.47) and Et (4.48), we can refor-

mulate the control problem (4.30) as follows:

Available data at t=kTc :

P(k) and a setpoint Ebs(k+1) for Eb(k+1).

Which value should be assigned to Uc in order that:

is maximal,

sUbject to the constraints:

-
Eb(uc,P(k» = Ebs(k+1) (5.1)

(5.2)

The algorithm devised to solve this control problem is explained

in the following:

The boundary condition (5.1) is satisfied in case:

cos (a) = (Ebs(k+1) - fbo)/fbc

By substitution of (5.3) in (4.48) we get:
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setting dJ/d6=O yields a fifth degree equation in 6. The five

roots of this equation form five candidates for the optimal value

of 6. From (5.3) we can determine the corresponding values of a.

The combinations (a,6) outside the domain Dc can be dropped imme

diately. Further candidate solutions follow from the determina

tion of the boundary extrema of J. Finally, the optimal control

is found by selection of the candidate solution for which J is

maximal. Of course the resulting control is optimal in the sence

that Et is maximized. With respect to the actual value Et of the

total energy contents we can expect a sUb-optimal control.

The effect of this control algorithm is demonstrated in a simu

lation. In the previous simulation (§4.4), the arbitrarily chosen

(so non-optimal) control resulted in a certain course of the

kinetic energy Eb and the total energy contents Et.

Now suppose we want to drive the bus in an identical way, but

this time with a minimal loss of energy. In order to do so, we

take the course of Eb from the previous simulation as setpoints

Ebs for the control algorithm. On the base of these setpoints,

the algorithm has to determine a control Uc so that the kinetic

energy follows the same course as in fig.4.9c and besides, in

such a way that the decrease of the total energy contents is

minimal.

Fig.5.la ,b shows the resulting (sub-)optima1 control. The con

stant value of the firing angle (a=OO) is possibly a consequence

of neglecting (in the simplification of (4.46» all terms that

contain a factor sin(a). If this approximation was ommited, the

(more complicated) control algorithm would probably produce a

small negative value for a. still, the approximation is justified

because the neglected terms are quite small indeed.

In fig.5.lc the course of the kinetic energy is plotted together

with the setpoints. As we can observe, they match very well. From

this we conclude that the algorithm is capable of controlling the

speed of the gyro bus.

Finally, fig.5.ld shows the course of the total energy contents

in the two simulations. Considering all approximations, it is

questionable whether the result of the algorithm is optimal

indeed. still, the (sub-)optima1 control results in a much better

energy-efficiency than the non-optimal control does.
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The control of the CCM gyro bus system is a considerable problem

due to the complexity of the system and the special nature of the

control problem. The intention of this report was to get insight

in this matter and to develop a mathematical framework that fits

to the problem.

The analysis in chapter 2 showed some options in the formulation

of the mathematical control problem. still, the modelling and

control essentially concern the average power flow in the system.

The "energy state variable" approach, as proposed in chapter 3,

offers a possibility to describe the energy behaviour of autono

mous linear systems in a systematic and elegant way.

The mean value of any power in the system as well as the net

change of accumulated energies over a continuous interval of time

can be modelled by a discrete-time vector form energy state equa
tion. The compact matrix form is to be preferred from a computati

onal point of view. However, the discrete-time matrix form energy
state equation is unsuited to describe the mean value of a power

that is supplied to an impedance that contains resistive elements

or sources.

The utility of the energy state variable approach has been demon

strated in the modelling and control of energies in a gyro bus

system that may be considered as a simple version of the CCM gyro

bus system. The switches in this simple gyro bus system are sup

posed to be "ideal" and therefore can conduct in both directions,

contrary to the uni-directional conducting switches (GTOs) in the
CCM system.

Linear networks may be used in an equivalent circuit to model the

e.m.f. of the electric machines as well as the energy behaviour

of the mechanical parts of the system.

The two approximations suggested to describe the effect of phase

control (current inverter) and duty-ratio control (chopper) are

useful to obtain a highly simplified model. The control algo

rithm, based on this simplified model, results in a sub-optimal

control of energies in the simple gyro bus system.
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For future research, the following suggestions are made:

- Additional tests on the validity of the applied approximations.

verification of the modelling method by comparison of simula

tion results with practical data.

- Investigation of the applicability of the proposed methods to

the modelling and control of the CCM gyro bus system.

The important question is: To what extent can the CCM system be

considered as a linear system with ideal switches? Some serious

problems have to be solved. For instance, how to model the sys

tem when it operates in discontinuous conducting mode, and how

to deal with the non-linearity introduced by the variable exci

tation of the dc-machine in the CCM system?

- Quite often the inaccuracy of a model may be compensated by

feedback control. It is recommended to investigate the utility

of this powerful control strategy for the control of the CCM

gyro bus system.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

x n-dimensional state vector for an nth order linear system,

where the elements xl, .• ,xn from x represent capacitor

voltages and inductor currents or their analogies in non

electrical systems

Ax system matrix from the state equation for x

u input vector from the inhomogeneous state equation for x

h auxiliary variable to describe the linear system that

generates the input vector u

au input matrix from the inhomogeneous state equation for x

p energy state vector

Ap system matrix from the energy state equation for p

v input vector from the inhomogeneous energy state equation

for p

P energy state matrix

extension symbol

transposition symbol

L(x) linear combination of the elements from x

# matrix operator (4.39)

Tc sample interval

k sample number

w angular speed

Q firing angle of current inverter

6 duty-ratio of chopper

U c control vector

Uc domain of admissible values of Uc
Eb kinetic energy in the gyro bus mass

Et total energy contents of the system

GTO Gate Turn Off thyristor

CCM "Centrum voor Constructie en Mechanisatie" in Nuenen
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Appendix A

The state space averaging method according to auk

In 1976 Slobodan CUk introduced the so called "state space avera

ging" method, by means of which it is possible to model the 10w
frequency behaviour of certain switched power converters, such as

continuous conducting dc/dc-converters.
CUk's method does not apply to the modelling of switched high

frequency ac-networks such as the circuit of current inverter and

synchronous motor in the gyro bus system.

Nevertheless, in my opinion it is the only method that deals with

the variable structure problem in a systematic and elegant way.

The fundamental idea of state space averaging is that the low

frequency behaviour of a switched system can be described by a

model with a constant structure, determined as the "averaged

structure" of the variable structure system.

Now the essence of CUk's method is exposed for the simple case of
a dual structure linear sourceless system. A more comprehensive

treatment of the method can be found in [1,2,3].

We consider a sourceless switched RLC-network, containing nC
capacitors, nL inductors, a number of resistors and ideal swit

ches. This network is switched cyclically between two structures,

referred to as the topologies TOP1 and TOP2 of the network. The

state of the network is determined by the nC capacitor voltages

and the nL inductor currents. From the collection of these varia

bles we remove dependent variables, resulting in a set of n

independent state variables (n~nC+nL) which are joined in the

state vector x=(x1' •. 'xn ) '.
The system matrices from the homogeneous state equations for TOP1

and TOP2 are denoted respectively by Ax1' and Ax2.
The two topologies are activated alternately by cyclic operation

of the switches in such a way that:

.
(4.1a )x = AX1 x kT < t < kT+oT

.
(4.1b )x = AX 2 x kT+oT ~ t < (k+1)T

where k€Z is the cycle nUmber,
T is the cycle period,
0 is the duty ratio of TOP1 (O~o~l)
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In (4.1) the variable structure is expressed as the repetitive

change of parameters. Now the averaged model according to CUk is

in a surprisingly simple way determined as:

.
X=~X (4.2)

where Ax = 6Ax1 + (1-6)Ax2 is the weighted average

ofAx1 and AX2 over a single switching period T.

As a consequence of averaging some information will be lost in

(4.2). Therefore the solution x(t) of (4.2) will not equal the

solution x(t) of (4.1). Equation (4.2) is said to describe the

low-frequency behaviour of the switched network and the solution

x(t) is interpreted as the low-frequency component of x(t). The

mathematical background of state space averaging is given by CUk

as follows:

For the initial value x(O) the exact solution for t=T of (4.1) is:

AX2(1-6)T AX16T
x(T) = e e x(O)

There exists a matrix Ax that satisfies:

AxT
x(T) = e x(O)

where Ax is given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff series:

(4.3)

(4.4)

= + +
(4.5)

So the weighted average Ax is the first approximation of the

series (4.5).

The approximation x(T) of x(T) is thus:

A..-T
x(T) = e x x(O)

which is the solution for t= T of:

(4.6)

x(O) =X (0) (4.7)

Under the condition that Ax is a sufficiently accurate approxima
tion of Ax the solution X(t) of the averaged state equation (4.7)
will be a good approximation of the solution x(t) of the variable
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structure equation (4.1). In general the state variables x1, .. ,xn
will have a high-frequency component (the switching ripple). It

is obvious that this high-frequency component is absent in the

state variables X1, .. ,Xn from the averaged state equation. There
fore X(t) will only follow the low-frequency component of x(t).

The applicability of CUk's method.

When the cycle period is reduced (hypothetically) from its nomi

nal value T to zero, it follows from (4.5) that:

Ax = Ax (4.8)

and consequently:

x(t) = x(t) (4.9)

In other words, CUk's method is sUfficiently accurate if the

behaviour of the switched system does not change significantly

under the reduction of the cycle period to zero. Roughly speaking

this is true if the dominant time constants of the system are
much larger than the nominal cycle period T. This coincides with

the condition of small switching ripples on the state variables

x1' .. 'xn . This condition is met in most dc/dc-conversion systems
since the (unwanted) switching ripple is most often filtered out

effectively. The opposite is true for all conversion systems where
the generation of a high-frequency ac-variable (the "ripple") is

exactly the objective of switched conversion, as for instance in

inverter fed motor drives. The time constants in the ac-circuit

will be kept small, relative to the cycle period T. As a result,

CUk's method does not apply to the modelling of such systems.

Apart from that, the low-frequency component of typically high

frequency ac-variables provides rather useless information.
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Appendix B

An abstract from:

Power Electronic Circuit Analysis Techniques

R.G. Boft and J.B. Casteel

IFAC symp.: Control in power electronics and electrical drives,

Dusseldorf 1977.

Laplace transform - unit step function.

Many semiconductor circuits can be analysed by a straightforward

application of Laplace transforms, although the algebra usually

becomes quite involved. It is most often applied to phase-controlled

circuits, where the load voltage (vout) consists of segments of

sine waves.

The key to the technique is using the right expression for Vout.

Rather than using a Fourier series, Vout is represented as an
infinite series in which each term is the product of a sine wave

and a switching function consisting of the difference of unit

step function, such that each term represents one period, or

quasi-period, during transient states, of the voltage.

Once Vout is determined, its Laplace transform is obtained by

using the well known transform formulas and the time domain

shifting theorem. Then the equation for the load current i out as

a function of Vout is written and transformed to the s-domain.

Using SUbstitution the load current is found as a function of s

and possibly other unknowns such as the thyristor extinction

angle in line commutated circuits. Applying the inverse Laplace

transform yields an explicit function for iout(t) as an infinite

series. The main advantage of this expression is its compactness

while retaining exactness even during the starting transient.

Fourier series tecbniques.

If the load of the switching circuit can be considered linear,

and the voltages being applied to the load by the converter are

known, then superposition holds and Fourier series may be used to

determine the load currents. For each harmonic, the current is
found by solving the circuit which results from applying the
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harmonic voltage component to the respective harmonic equivalent

load circuit.
These currents are summed to get the approximate load current

waveform. In some cases it is sufficient to restrict the analysis

to e.g. the fundamental harmonic.

state variable analysis.

The generality of the state variable method of system representa

tion makes it applicable to a wide class of power converter cir
cuits, and much work has been done in this area. Although the

choice of state variables is not unique, in electrical systems it

is common to choose inductor currents and capacitor voltages as

state variables. The advantage of the state variable approach

lies in the fact that it is systematic and thus easy to adapt for
computer simulation.

In switching circuits the state variable approach is complicated

by the different modes caused by the switching of devices. For
each mode the state equation and its solution are determined.

continuity conditions at the switching instants are then used to

piece together the sOlution. If the conduction intervals are

unknown, iteration is normally used to solve the resulting trans

cendental equations.

Analysis by averaging techniques.

The method of averaging is useful for analysing the low-frequency,

small-signal response of switching circuits. It is most applicable

to circuits in which the power switching devices are operated with

a switching period that is short compared to the response time of

the output. Thus it has been effectively applied to well-filtered

high-frequency dc-to-dc power converters, although it is not limi

ted to these. Two different approaches have been used to apply the
averaging technique to dc-to-dc converters.

In "circuit averaging", the linear models from which transfer

functions can be written are derived from a series of circuit

manipulations, leading to an averaged circuit whithout switches,

which is equivalent to the original circuit with respect to the
low-frequency behaviour.

The second approach, "state space averaging", uses state variable

techniques to develop the same transfer functions. The averaged
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state equation is written by taking the weighted averages of the

matrices from the state equation over the different modes of
operation during one switching cycle. The averaged state equation

may be linearized to obtain a linear dynamic small-signal model.

Multiple reference frame analysis.

If the d-q transformation is applied to a set of balanced 3
sinusoidal voltages with the d-q axis rotating at the electrical

angular velocity we , the d-q voltages will be constants. This

suggests that for a balanced set of periodic but non-sinusoidal

voltages, each of the harmonics will appear as constants in some

properly chosen d-q reference frame. Thus if these voltages are

supplying a linear load, each harmonic current may be evaluated

using the circuit theory. The complete current wave form is then

determined by transforming each of these currents back to a
common reference frame and summing them.
This technique, referred to as multiple reference frame analysis,

is applied to the analysis of symmetrical induction motors. Since

superposition is used, the circuit must be linear and the method

only applies to the steady-state or constant speed transient ana

lysis of the motor.
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